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Introduction 
This application note provides instruction on how to implement and perform simple PWM (Pulse Width 

Modulation) with Connect Tech’s FreeForm/104 boards. 

 

PWM is a technique used to create logic ‘0’ and logic ‘1’ for controlled periods of time.   By transferring 

energy in a succession of pulses, PWM is more efficient at delivering power than simple linear output.  

Common uses for PWM include voltage regulation and audio effects.  

 

This application note assumes the reader is familiar with PC/104 technology and knows how to properly 

program the FreeForm/104 board. 

 

Functional Description 
The variable periods of logic ‘1’ and logic ‘0’ are controlled by the high and low data registers, respectively.  

The values in these registers represent the number of clock cycles in which the pulse will remain high and low.  

It should be noted that the FreeForm/104 board has a 66 MHz internal clock, which works out to an input 

clock cycle ≈ 15.15 ns (more details about using this value for frequency calculations below).  The count 

values are passed to the pulse generator unit, which acts as a counter and flip-flop, switching between counting 

up to the high and low values from 0, and toggling the output bit appropriately.    

 

The duty cycle of the pulse is controlled by the ratio of the high count to the period count (which is determined 

by summing the high and low count values).  Moreover, the frequency of the output can be controlled by 

carefully selecting the count value of the period.  This effect can be seen more clearly in Figure 1.   

 

 

Figure 1: Example of Two PWM Output Waveforms with the Same Duty Cycle (50%) and Different Frequencies 
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Note that both PWM A and PWM B have the same duty cycle (50%), but PWM B has a period count which is 

twice that of PWM A, and so its frequency will be half as much.  Frequency can be controlled using: 

           
 

                                        
 

In order to generate a wider range of frequencies, two 8-bit registers were used for each of the high and low 

count values, which work in conjunction to provide 16-bits for each.  In addition, to aide in the generation of 

very low frequencies, this design includes a frequency factor register, which conditionally acts as an extra bit 

for the high and low counts to further divide the input clock.  Working in powers of 10, the frequency factor 

helps in transferring any count values which are too large to be represented by the 16-bit registers.  Table 1 

provides some examples to better demonstrate the operation of the PWM. 

 
Table 1: Example Inputs and Resulting Values for an Input Clock of 66 MHz (Clock Period = 15.15 ns) 

INPUT RESULTING VALUES 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Duty 

Cycle 
Period (ns) 

Frequency 

Factor 

Period 

Count 

(Decimal) 

High Count 

(Hex) 

Low Count 

(Hex) 

High1 High0 Low1 Low0 

10000 100% 100000 1 6601 19 C9 0 0 

10000 50% 100000 1 6601 C E4 C E4 

2500 30% 400000 1 26403 1E F1 48 32 

300 25% 3333333 10 22002 15 7D 40 75 

5 5% 200000000 1000 13201 2 94 30 FD 

 

It should be noted that the operation of the frequency factor register, through the software provided, is the only 

design component which is specific to the 66 MHz internal clock on the FreeForm/104 board.  It can be 

adjusted or simply ignored if the input clock is changed.  As well, all of the counter arithmetic is done 

automatically by the included software code, needing only frequency and duty cycle as inputs. 

 

Block Diagrams 
The block diagrams of the Pulse Generator and PWM unit are listed below in Figure 2 and Figure 3, 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2: High level block diagram of Pulse Generator logic (excluding frequency factor), which generates PWM 

output bit 
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Figure 3: High level block diagram of PWM unit.  The addressable registers are surrounded by broken lines. 

 

Register Descriptions 
Table 2 lists all of the PWM registers and their offsets, while Tables 3-7 describe the bit assignments of the 

different register outputs. 

 

 
Table 2: Register Descriptions and Offsets 

Base Address Offset Read/Write Register Description 

0x00 R/W u_PWM_high PWM0 High Count 

0x01 R/W u_PWM_low PWM0 Low Count 

0x02 R/W u_PWM_ff PWM0 Frequency Factor 

0x03 R/W u_PWM_ctrl PWM0 Control 

0x04 R/W u_PWM_high PWM1 High Count 

0x05 R/W u_PWM_low PWM1 Low Count 

0x06 R/W u_PWM_ff PWM1 Frequency Factor 

0x07 R/W u_PWM_ctrl PWM1 Control 
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0x08 R/W u_PWM_high PWM2 High Count 

0x09 R/W u_PWM_low PWM2 Low Count 

0x0A R/W u_PWM_ff PWM2 Frequency Factor 

0x0B R/W u_PWM_ctrl PWM2 Control 

0x0C R/W u_PWM_high PWM3 High Count 

0x0D R/W u_PWM_low PWM3 Low Count 

0x0E R/W u_PWM_ff PWM3 Frequency Factor 

0x0F R/W u_PWM_ctrl PWM3 Control 

 

 

HIGH COUNT REGISTERS (u_PWM_high#) 

The high count registers control the value determining the amount of clock cycles in which the PWM output 

remains logic ‘1’.  They act in conjunction to form a 16-bit value, where high0 represents bits 0-7, and high1 

represents bits 8-15.  The high registers are addressed at a=”00”, and they are selected from the first bit of the 

CTRL register’s output, selecting ‘0’ for high0, and ‘1’ for high1.  Table 3 shows the bit assignment of the 

high register output. 

 
Table 3: Bit assignment of high register output 

Bit(s) Reset Value Description 

0-7 0x0 High0 output 

8-15 0x0 High1 output 

. 

 

LOW COUNT REGISTERS (u_PWM_low#) 

 
The low count registers control the value determining the amount of clock cycles in which the PWM output 

remains logic ‘0’.  They act in conjunction to form a 16-bit value, where low0 represents bits 0-7, and low1 

represents bits 8-15.  The low registers are addressed at a=”01”, and they are selected from the second bit of 

the CTRL register’s output, selecting ‘0’ for low0, and ‘1’ for low1.  Table 4 shows the bit assignment of the 

low register output. 

 
Table 4: Bit assignment of low register output 

Bit(s) Reset Value Description 

0-7 0x0 Low0 output 

8-15 0x0 Low1 output 

 

 

FREQUENCY FACTOR REGISTER (u_PWM_ff) 

 
The frequency factor register acts as a conditional extra bit of output for the high and low register counts, so as 

to provide greater resolution in dividing the input clock, and generating a wider range of output frequencies.  

Since only 16-bit values can be transferred between the count registers and the pulse generator, if a frequency 

is desired which constitutes counts greater than 2
15

, the appropriate frequency factor value will divide the count 

to a number less than 2
15

, and increase the count by the same factor within the pulse generator.  The operation 

of this register in the included software code is specific to the 66 MHz internal clock, but can be adjusted or 

ignored if desired.  Table 5 shows the bit assignment for the frequency factor register output. 
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Table 5: Bit assignment of frequency factor register output 

Bit(s) Reset Value Description 

0 0x1 Freq Factor = 1 

1 0x0 Freq Factor = 10 

2 0x0 Freq Factor = 100 

3 0x0 Freq Factor = 1000 

4 0x0 Freq Factor = 10000 

5 0x0 

Unused 6 0x0 

7 0x0 

 

 

CONTROL REGISTER (u_PWM_ctrl) 

 
The control register controls selecting between the high and low registers, loading the pulse generator, resetting 

the pulse generator, and enabling the PWM output bit.  Table 6 shows the bit assignment for the control 

register output. 

 
Table 6: Bit assignment of control register output 

Bit(s) Reset Value Description 

0 0x0 
Select high register for R/W 

0=high0     1=high1 

1 0x0 
Select low register for R/W 

0=low0     1=low1 

2 0x0 Load Pulse Generator 

0=Disable     1=Load 

3 0x0 Enable Output 

0=Disable     1=Enable 

4 0x0 Pulse Generator Reset 

1=Reset 

5 0x0 

Unused 6 0x0 

7 0x0 

 

 

PULSE GENERATOR (u_PWM_pulse_gen) 

 
The pulse generator unit performs the counting arithmetic and generates the pulsing PWM output bit.  Table 7 

shows the bit assignment for the pulse generator output. 

 
Table 7: Bit assignment of pulse generator output 

Bit(s) Reset Value Description 

0 0x0 PWM Output Bit  
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Design Implementation 
The implementation of the 8-bit PWM uses VHDL.  The design can be easily modified to increase resolution 

by altering the number or width of the registers.  The operation of the PWM is most easily handled with the 

included software code.  The VHDL source code, testbench files, and software code can be found at 

http://devel.connecttech.com/freeform104/.  Additional links can be found in the Resources and Helpful 

Links section. 

 

PWM Operation 
Programming the design onto FreeForm/104 board: 

1. Download and extract the CTIN-00002 source archive 

2. Navigate to the FPGA directory, and open the ctiFreeForm_PWM.xise project file using ISE Project 

Navigator. 

3. Synthesize, Implement, and Generate Programming File using ISE. 

4. The PWM_tb.vhd file can be used for simulation with ISim.  An example output from ISim of a   

5000 Hz pulse with a duty cycle of 75% is show in Figure 4. 

5. Use the cti_FreeForm_PWM.bit file generated from step 2, and a configuration tool such as iMPACT 

to download the design onto the FreeForm/104 board. 

6. Output for PWM0, PWM1, PWM2, and PWM3 are connected to pins 3, 7, 11, and 15 (respectively) 

of Counter/Timer Header  (P5) on the FreeForm/104 board, with the ground pins directly above.  

Please refer to the user’s manual for more information. 

 

 
Figure 4: ISim output for 5000 Hz pulse with 75% duty cycle, using the FreeForm’s 66 MHz internal clock.  Output 

signal for PWM0 is tc0out[0]. 

 

 

Controlling PWM using software: 

1. Download and extract the CTIN-00002 source archive. 

2. Navigate to the software directory, then type make to compile PWM.c and generate PWM executable. 

3. Run the executable named PWM. 

4. Follow the program instructions in order to generate PWM output signals. 

 

NOTE:  

 Only LINUX and QNX are supported. 

 Each execution of the program can control only one of the four PWM modules, and only one 

unique base address.  Restart the software to adjust either of these. 

 The frequency and duty cycle values have to be “loaded” into the pulse generator each time one or 

both are modified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://devel.connecttech.com/freeform104/
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References and Helpful Links 
 

# Links 

1 Connect Tech FreeForm/104 Product page  

http://www.connecttech.com/sub/Products/freeform104.asp?l1=fpga&l2=ff104 

2 Connect Tech FreeForm/104 User Manual 

http://www.connecttech.com/pdf/CTIM-FreeForm-104.pdf 

3 PWM Source Code 

http://devel.connecttech.com/freeform104/ 

4 Pulse Width Modulation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-width_modulation 

 

http://www.connecttech.com/sub/Products/freeform104.asp?l1=fpga&l2=ff104
http://www.connecttech.com/pdf/CTIM-FreeForm-104.pdf
http://devel.connecttech.com/freeform104/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-width_modulation
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